Move element(s) from Level to Level

This tool can be accessed from the Geopak: D&C Manager, as shown at the right.

(If the item is not found as shown, use the D&C > Edit > Find tool to locate it.)

The Move from Level to Level program will move all specified element types from one selected level to a different selected level.

The element type to be moved is selected from the drop-down list, with options including Text, Cells, Lines, or All element types, as shown at the right.
The From and To buttons produce selection lists to select the levels the elements are to be moved “From” and “To”, as shown at the right.

As shown in the Level From list box, the list of levels is not initially sorted in any particularly useful manner.

However, as shown in the Level To list box, the Sort button has been used to alphabetize the level names within groups, (dsn, brg, pho, etc.)

When the level selections are complete, the “Move Level From … To …” dialog remains visible and the appearance will resemble the one shown at the right.

The Lock check-box, (✓), will toggle Level Lock ON for the Move To selected level, after the move is done.